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don Conference of Ambassadors agreed to create three com-
missions which, it was hoped, would help bring into exis-
tence an Albanian state capable of life and survival. One
commission was to delimit the southern frontier between
Albania and Greece, another the northern one toward Serbia
and Montenegro, and the third, the Commission of Inter-
national Control, was to attempt to administer Albania
until the Great Powers could find and agree upon an ac-
ceptable Prince for the country.195
But there were long delays before the boundary com-
missions were ready to begin work on the spot. Even when
they finally set forth into the rough mountainous country,
with automobiles which continually broke down and had to
be abandoned for horses or even procedure on foot, there
were more delays and difficulties. In the South, local Greek
officials resorted to all sorts of naive and futile efforts to
deceive the Commission into thinking that the majority of
the inhabitants spoke Greek and were wildly enthusiastic
for incorporation into Constantine's kingdom. With sus-
picious regularity processions of peasants came forth from
the villages garbed after the Greek fashion and bellowing
at the top of their lungs, &/co<ns 77 Qavaros, "Union or Death."
But the Commission was so convinced that they had been
imported for the occasion, and that strong-arm methods
were being used to keep the Albanians and Mohammedans
shut indoors and silent, that an official protest had to be
made at Athens. In the North, the Serbians were less naive
and more circumspect, but the members of the Commission
were often stopped or arrested by the Serbian troops. In
both Boundary Commissions the representatives of the six
Great Powers soon tended to divide into three groups corre-
sponding to the political attitude of their superiors in Lon-
don. The French and Russian delegates took every occasion
to favor the Greeks, Serbians and Montenegrins, while the
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